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Rally of Over 200 Stands Against KDWB Racism 

KDWB, Clear Channel Refuse to Meet with Delegation of  

Hmong Community Members 

 
St. Paul, MN – This morning, a delegation of nine individuals from the Hmong and allied 

communities attempted to speak with Rob Morris and leaders of Clear Channel Communications 
but were denied a meeting and removed from the premises. The delegation was part of a group 
of more than two-hundred people who rallied in front of KDWB at 8 a.m. on Friday, April 15 in 

response to KDWB’s parody song, “30 Hmongs in a House.”  To date, KDWB has refused to take 
full responsibility for playing this intolerable racist “joke.”   
  

The rally, organized by TakeAction Minnesota’s Hmong Organizing Program and their allies, was 
held to encourage KDWB to meet and discuss five requests.  These include changing Clear 

Channel and KDWB policy to prohibit offensive anti-ethnic and racist commentary; requiring 
annual diversity training for employees; requiring community service in the Hmong community; 
dedicating airtime to discuss the matter and educate listeners about the Hmong; and firing 

morning show host Steve LaTart (Steve-O).  
 
As Hmong Organizing Program leader Sandy-Ci explained, "KDWB's on-air apology isn't enough.  

What's critical is that KDWB change its policies about what's fair game for on-air entertainment.  

Pushing hurtful, inaccurate ethnic stereotypes, in this case about the Hmong community, is 

racism.  It's not entertainment." 

Inside Clear Channel offices, the delegation of Hmong leaders was asked to wait for Rob Morris, 

KDWB’s Program Director. But instead of acting “in the spirit of civility, compassion, 

professionalism, and cooperation” that KDWB referenced in their on-air apology, Clear Channel 

called the property manager, building security and a St. Louis Park Police officer to the fourth 

floor of the building and had the peaceful delegation removed. 

The delegation then returned to the rally, where they were met with cheers by a multi-racial 
crowd that had been protesting outside the studio for one hour.  “They said they wanted to meet 
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with the community,” TakeAction Minnesota Hmong Organizing Program leader Victori Vu told 
the crowd. “Well, the community is right here!” 

 
Added TakeAction Minnesota member Frank Brown, “Don’t define what is OK to do to us. … 
Treat us with greater dignity and respect than you want to be treated. We demand no less. 

Period.”   
 

 
### 

 

TakeAction Minnesota and its Hmong Organizing Program have been working for over 10 years 
to develop strong community leaders to make positive changes that improve the lives of the 
Hmong and all people. TakeAction Minnesota is an organization of 11,000 individual members 

and 23 organizations who are committed to furthering racial, social and economic justice. For 
more information about TakeAction, please visit www.TakeActionMinnesota.org. 

 
 


